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20 Most Promising ERP Solution Providers 2016

D

eveloped predominantly for the manufacturing
environment, the scope of ERP system today
encompasses all fundamental business functions/
processes within an organization, across industries.
Integrating disparate systems together into a comprehensive source
that relays crucial information, ERP allows enterprises to identify
trends, optimize systems, and streamline decision making based
on measurable metrics. A conventional ERP leverages multiple
components of both software and hardware to effectuate integration
and agility to acknowledge the changes in a rapidly evolving business
landscape.
Today, advanced ERP software integrates different back-and
front-end systems running separately in an organization to ensure that
each business function relies on a unified database to store data for
different system modules. The ease of deployment for ERP systems
in combination with the innumerable affordable options it offers
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makes them the perfect choice for companies operating in different
industries. A typical ERP solution gives a holistic view of the business
operations and allows the staff to seek mission critical information
more proactively. ERP solutions cater to a multitude of industries
and can be differentiated based on the type of business they serve.
To simplify and help CIOs navigate the ERP Solutions landscape,
CIOReview presents the “20 Most Promising ERP Solution Providers
2016”, featuring the best vendors offering technology and services in
the ERP domain.
A distinguished panel comprising of CEOs, CIOs, VCs, analysts
including CIOReview editorial board has selected the top players who
provide key technology solutions and services related to ERP Solutions.
In the process of selecting the 20 Most Promising ERP Solution
Providers 2016, we have analyzed the companies’ offerings, core
competency, news/press releases, client testimonials, milestones and
other recognitions.
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Six S Partners

John Preiditsch
Founder & CEO

A consulting firm assisting organizations
in leveraging modern technologies and
managing growth with up-to-date Epicor
ERP software

sixspartners.com

Six S Partners

Trusted Advice in ERP Implementation

John Preiditsch
Backtracking
to
2007,
John
Preiditsch, Founder and CEO, Six S
Partners discovered that many companies
were failing to realize the benefits and
the effective use of ERP owing to the
paucity of adoption of best practices and
utilization of sound business knowledge.
“Companies fail to realize that best
practices are time-proven ways to
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streamline the business. The approach
running the business can be optimized
with these practices for exercising greater
flexibility to meet future changes,” begins
Preiditsch. “In addition to this, building a
business also requires operational-savvy
people with domain knowledge, so that
they can share a common language with
their clients while dealing with their
problems in a way the clients expect.”
Preiditsch identified an opportunity
while addressing these key factors in
businesses and laid the foundation of
Six S Partners based on the concept of
Lean’s 5 “S” program. “We go the extra
mile with our depth of consulting and
our approach in addressing and helping
our clients to adopt the best practices,”
states Preiditsch. “We identify factors that
prevent the adoption of these practices
and also highlight the challenges.”
The company, dealing with intensive
change management, specializes in
ERP support to improve bottom line
in businesses and has teamed up with
Epicor to create “a very symbiotic
relationship”, in words of the CEO.
Paraphrasing Preiditsch, Epicor ERP
software meets the needs of flexibility,
and agility in organizations to fortify
innovative and strategic decisions along
with leaning out wasted processes. The
ERP software—Epicor ERP—comprises
of features like collaboration, ease of
use, and responsiveness and can be
deployed to meet unique operational
needs and resources. “The Cloud version
of Epicor ERP—is an extensive product
with deep functionality and employs
proven, cutting-edge technology in a
cost effective multi-tenant environment,”
says Preiditsch.
The technology visionary, Preiditsch
states, “Buying technology is just
the beginning. It's more about how

you leverage and strategize it,” says
Preiditsch. Many companies have lost the
knowledge apropos of the consumption
of software, buy a technology product
just for the sake of technology, and not
based on the business subjectivism. This
is where Six S Partners shines out and
builds trusted-advice relationship that
can guide companies with its technical
skills on multiple fronts, for instance,
a consultation for ERP technology
investments. “We explain technology to
them and in many cases it's also about
explaining to the customer not to do
certain things or at a certain time because
they are not quite ready for it yet,”
adds Preiditsch.

"

O

rganizations, today, seek
for establishing not just
a methodology but also a
culture to better manage
their processes and growing business.
However, these companies, more often
than not, scruple to invest in technologies
that can streamline the processes and
reduce complexity in operations of a
growing business. The apprehension
continues to exist when it comes to
buying and understanding the potential
of
software
involved—especially
ERP software.

Companies fail to
realize best practices
that are time-proven
ways to streamline
the business

The company’s ERP implementation
journey has been advancing at a fast
pace resulting in delighted customers.
At one instance, Ontario based The
WHITING Group was grappling with
their existing ‘legacy’ ERP that failed to
offer data from multiple databases in realtime. They needed a solution to manage
their business units on one system. The
client chose Epicor ERP for real-time
data and one system with one login for
multiple companies.
Moving ahead, as the ERP sector is
progressing, the company looks forward
to expand it global footprint and continue
to offer consulting and supporting
services in the cloud and on premise
ERP space.
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